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The goal of this research is to build a DSL tool generation framework to automatically generate the testing tools from DSL grammars, which assist in debugging, testing, and profiling a program written in a DSL for end-users.
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1. Computer errors cost economy billions of dollars each year:
$60 billion per year in US [7]
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2. End-user developers (e.g., scientist, accountant, and
statistician) are increasing in number: 11 to 55 million Enduser programmers compared to 2.75 million professional
programmers in US [6]
3. Manual construction of the testing tools for each new DSL
can be time-consuming, expensive, and problematic.
4. The mismatch of abstraction levels between DSL and GPL
forces the end-user to understand the translated code in the
GPL, rather than the higher-level description contained in the
DSL [1]; e.g., debugging code from a parser generator.
5. The dangers of end-user programming [3]: End-users often
lack knowledge of software
development principles;
Inadequate testing and debugging processes; No testing
tools support for end-users (especially for DSL users)

2. The generated Lexer and Parser takes the Robot
DSL as input (step 2).
3. ANTLR not only translates the Robot DSL into
the corresponding Robot.java, but also
generates the Mapping.java file (step 3).
4. The mapping component interacts and bridges
the differences between the Eclipse debugger
platform and the command line java debugger
(step 4).
5. There are two round-trip mappings and message
passing processes involved (step 5 and step 6)
between the Robot DSL debugging perspective
[8] in Eclipse and jdb.
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pu blic class Robot {
public static void
ma in(String[] args ) {
Robot robot =new Robot(0,0,0);
//move left
robot.move_left();
//move down
robot.move_down( );robot.x = 5;
robot.y = 6;
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Although techniques for constructing language tools (e.g., editor
and compiler) have been developed over the years, support for
debuggers and test engines for DSLs have not been
investigated deeply.
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1. Source Code Mapping:

pointcut productions():
within(command.*);

One line of DSL code maps to a segment of
generated GPL codes.

2. Data Structure Mapping:
•

before(): productions()
{ dsllinenumber=dsllinenumber+1;}

One Data structure in DSL maps to different Data
Structures in GPL

3. Testing and Debugging Methods Mapping Knowledge
Base
•

One unit test case in DSL maps to several unit test
cases in GPL (Unit Test Mapping Algorithm)

•

One debugging command maps to a series of GPL
debugging
commands
(Debugging
Mapping
Algorithms)

4. Output messages map back to the DSL level through the
wrapper interface
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pointcut count_gpllinenumber():
within(command.*) &&
match (fileio.print("time=time+1;"));

after(): count_gpllinenumber()
{gplbeginline=fileio.getLinenumber();
gplendline=fileio.getLinenumber();}
after(): productions()
{filemap.print(" mapping.add(new Map("+
dsllinenumber+", \"Robot.java\","+gplbeginline+
","+gplendline+"));"); }

What if one line changes ?

3. Application of the technique for better separation of concerns in
Grammarware, which comprises grammars and all grammardependent software (e.g., lexer, parser) [4]

within(command.*) &&
match (fileio.print("time=time+1;"));
after(): count_gpllinenumber()
{gplbeginline=fileio.getLinenumber();
gplendline=fileio.getLinenumber();}
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pointcut count_gpllinenumber():
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The research goal is to investigate a generalized method that
The most popular technique for implementing a DSL is to will enable construction of a matrix of DSL inspection tools as
translate the DSL into a GPL [5].
a type of software factory [2].
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ANTLR Grammar
…
command
:( RIGHT
{dsllinenumber=dsllinenumber+1;
fileio.print("//move right");
fileio.print("x=x+1;");
fileio.print("time=time+1;");
gplbeginline=fileio.getLinenumber();
gplendline=fileio.getLinenumber();
fileio.print(" ");
filemap.print(" mapping.add(new Map("+
dsllinenumber+", \"Robot.java\","+gplbeginline+
","+gplendline+"));");
}
|LEFT
{dsllinenumber=dsllinenumber+1;
fileio.print(" //move left");
fileio.print(" x=x-1;");
fileio.print(" time=time+1;");
gplbeginline=fileio.getLinenumber();
gplendline=fileio.getLinenumber()
fileio.print(" ");
filemap.print(" mapping.add(new Map("+
dsllinenumber+", \"Robot.java\","+gplbeginline+
","+gplendline+"));");
}
…

ApsectG is an aspect language for grammar
specification. The ApsectG pointcut model can specify a
pointcut at the syntax level (e.g., production) and also at
the semantic level (e.g., count_gpllinenumber)
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The key contribution of this approach is the transformation of the
grammar itself. The specification of the debug mapping is modularized
in a single place – the DMS transformation function. The approach
has the side benefit of language independence. It does not matter
which GPL serves as the generated target language [9].

Research Results: Generating DSL debuggers
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Evaluation: Various experimental validation efforts are underway to test this framework’s
applicability, scalability, and reliability. In order to provide such assessment, DSLs obtained
from industry and research collaborators will drive the evaluation. The ability of the generated
debugger and test engine to detect errors in the DSL is also an assessment criterion. Complex
grammars will serve as test cases to determine the benefits of grammar weaving.

1. Provide a DSL language tool generation framework that will
synthesize tools (e.g., debugger and unit testing engine)
automatically from DSL grammar specifications. For different DSLs,
the modification of certain components of the framework may be
considered necessary, but the architecture and mapping algorithms
of the framework are generic.
2. A new technique for building a set of language tools for DSLs,
especially for debuggers and testing engines. Reusing the existing
GPL language tools and adapting the interfaces of the new IDE will
become a future trend of tool generation. The questions to be
answered are: “What features are needed for each language testing
tool?”; “What is the minimum information about a DSL that is needed
to generate a language tool from the DSL grammar?”
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1. A DSL grammar is specified in ANTLR notation
and the lexer and parser is generated by ANTLR
(step 1)
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Future Work: A future work will also investigate the concept of profiling, as applied to DSLs,
using a framework similar to DDF and DUTF.
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